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of true economy, and of very great advanlarge a deficit as existed last year, But to ceipts be made, I confess I do not know: tary has not hitherto recommended some,
e, with reference to. the future repair and
^$22,580,000 what a permanent deficiency is. The Sec- other remedy than those which he now re-jtage,
sum
this
employment
of the navy.” I have no doubt
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
[rotary informs us tbaúl.e ftcTuelmn of du- pudiates. 1 hen, as h> recalling any of (he emP
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of the correctness of this opinion. For want
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of it, these two ships of the line will eventu
lions of dollars ; and, unless the expenditures “‘ not likely to be adopted,”
JAMES K. REMICH.
Balance of Treasury notes, au
ally be condemned and broken up, and their
“
Another
practicable
mode
would
be
to
be reduced in a corresponding degree, there
Office on the Main-street--opposite the Meeting-House.
thorized by act March 31,
places, if supplied at all, will be supplied at
resort
to
direct
taxes.
”
.
But
this
he
regards
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342,618 will then be a deficiency which may be con- t
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a cost fully equal to that which would con
“
unsuited
to.
the
general
habits,
and
uncon

sidered
the
amount
of
about
‘
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
to the opinions of most oi onr pop struct the dock. How many others are
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
five millions : and ha* adds, “ this may be genial
£
“ Some
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No And we have the whole resour
.......other
*l '‘ i destined to share the same inglorious fate,
considered the first of that character which <ulation,” and abandons it. t£ ,c '"'
ces of the Treasury for the
paper discontinued, except at the option oi thepubbe looked for the same cause, no one can foresee.
permanent
resource
must,
then
will occur under the tariff act of 1833.” I [
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
year, as stated by the SecreAnd what is that “ permanent re- And yet the Secretary of the Navy, of
The publisher does not hold himself responsible tor
do not see the distinction which is in the source?
I
tary
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In regard to these estimates 1 think they Secretary’s mind between such a deficiency *the large reduction of expenditures,
charged for its insertion.
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with
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subject,
.................. boldness of their
are somewhat nearer what will be realized, and that which now Txysts. Under, the re- 'the other accomptanying
measures
before
with
the
characteristic
v
duction of duties wb'c’ ’¿has been going on !
are. not restrained by any such
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some extensive modification p/ofession,
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and
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increase
of
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we
find
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.
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rripmhpr
tr.o
lijnidity. Wb.y should we abandon the na
fer with the honorable member from New
of
the
present
tariff.
Explanations
have
t
O1 111 a lia ©5
i York / Or. Barnard,} as to the "probable ourselves without sufficeid revenue to meet .,1heretofore been given by the undersigned vy,
which has been our protection and our
’
OnZfte Bill to authorize an issue of
from customs ; and shall not be the expenses of the Governrfient. It will be in favor of theformer course.’7
pride in better times than these, when pat
|
un
HtiUSO.
Ol
JctT)•
•
jVoles. — Delivered in ¡he House of Repsurprised if they come quite up to what is so,
i to a greater extent, in 1842. There
Here is the “permanent resource77 which iriotism had some claims upon us over those
1
resenlalives, January A9, 1841.
be a difference in the ampunt of defi
supposed by the Secretary. The receipts may
!
the
Secretary recommends for supplying <of party ? Why see it sinking in rapid de
; but I can perceive none in the char
? Rather let us sell it under the ham
last year were not for from thirteen millions. ciency
’
[concluded.]
revenue
—“ large reduction of expendi- cay
<
of it ; both seems to me to be perma
mer
—save something from the general
We all know that business is recovering acter
i
tores.” Now, sir, that may be a tolerable 1
Before placing that implicit reliance upon from the stagnation and lethargy in which it nent. The history of the last four years mode of obviating a deficiency, but as a wreck. Sell it to some foreign Govern
this estimate which the lionorable chairman was then sunk. Men begin to feel confi demonstrates that the deficiency is not tem
ment, which has the ability and the disposi
does. I desire to see the calculations of the dence, and look forward in the assurance porary ; not occasioned by “ fluctuations;” ‘‘permanent resource” to supply it, to -fur tion to.keep itself in an attitude of security
nish
revenue,
the
idea
is
somewhat
novel.
Secretary ; the manner in which he proposes
by heavy disbursements in one part of the
and defence. Let it still ride upon the
to distribute the nineteen millions and a quar that the country is no longer to be afflicted year, to be supplied by increased receipts in And the Secretary supposes that it will
waves of the ocean, where it has before rode
with
a
succession
of
visionary
experiments.
ter among the different branches of the ser
another part.
The* heavy expenditures probably prove sufficient to meet the emer
vice ; where the reduction is to fall. When Importations are much greater now than have run through the whole year, and have gency, “ if the reduction be pushed vigor in triumph, rather than be buried in its
the honorable chairman said, that he might they were at the corresponding period of
ously,77 and the imports shall increase. A sands, or strewn upon its shores, proofs of
possibly he told that the estimates of the Sec last year ; I should think nearly double. been met, not by accruing revenue, but by ££ permanent resource” to supply an exhaust our imbecility and our poverty. Other na
retary were not to be relied upon, he only re Homeward freights are quick and rising. Treasury notes, and by funds which had ac ed Treasury, and provide for a deficiency, tions, with which we are likely to come in
peated what is the common judgment of the All accounts from the English papers rep cumulated in preceding years, and the capi
collision, if we are ever again driven to hos
country. Experience has not furnished resent the American trade as briskly revi tal which was invested in the late Bank of is to push a vigorous reduction; and upon tilities, are pushing not a “ vigorous reduc
what
branches
of
service
is
this
to
fall
?
It
much ground for such reliance. ; and, indeed, >
the United States.
All these resources
tion,” but a vigorous improvement and in
the gentlemen himself labored considerably ving. It would require an increase of about have been exhausted ; and that brings us to is not designed, I suppose, to abolish Con
fifty
per
cent,
on
the
importations
of
last
gress, or the Executive Departments, or to crease of their naval strength, and especial
to demonstrate the difficulty, if not ur.possiconsider how the Secretary proposes to sup
bility, especially in these times ol ‘ fluctua year to give nineteen millions of revenue ;
break up our intercourse with foreign na ly in steam ships of war, while we are doing
I have already
tion,’” of forming any estimates which would and this, in ordinary times, would be a ply the deficiency of the present, & of future tions, or to dispense with the judiciary. comparatively nothing.
be likely to be verified by the results. I great increase. But the importations of last years. What “ plans for the improvement The civil list must be maintained, and all spoken of the miserably insufficient amount
readily admit that, for myself, I do not place year were small, and the country is some of the revenue” has he 11 digested and pre
estimated for the increase of the navy this
much confidence in the accuracy of the esti what drained of foreign goods. Probably pared,” as is his duty to do, by the act es persons connected with it paid. Nobody year — one hundred thousand dollars only ;
suggests
that
the
army
can
be
or
ought
to
mates. Thev seem to me to be fram
tablishing the Treasury Department ?
to complete two steamers now in process of
ed, not upon the wants and requirements ol the business in the latter part of the year What measures does he propose? In the be reduced ; many are of opinion that it building ; to commence another, which has
may
decline
to
some
extent,
in
consequence
the service, but in reference to the abdity ol
first place, as regards the present year, after ought to be increased. The army, also, been already authorized ; to complete the
the Treasury, ami so formed as to produce a of the great reduction of duties to take place
>
suggesting
that a “ contract” might be made must be paid, subsisted, clothed, and all the frigate Congress ; to collect materials fot adesired result. Sums total are assumed in on 31st December next. Besides, there
expenses attendant upon it must be met.
the first place, and the component items ar will probably be a large importation of/ree to extend the time of payment of the “ tem Does any body propose to diminish the na nother frigate in lieu of the Guerriere, which
porary
liabilities,
”
and
thus
relieve
the
ranged to meet the aggregate. The Admin goods, from the apprehension that duties
val force, the number of persons actually has just been condemned and broken up,
istration desires to make a favorable exhibi may be imposed upon them at the next Treasury, he announces that such is not Zrzs
employed, or their campensation ? They and to bear the same name ; and to build
tion of its fiscal affairs, and to show that the
session of Congress ; and this may, to some plan. “ The best mode,” he says, would must be paid and fed. Our Indian treaties one of the small vessels authorized by act of
income of the year will exceed all its disburse
be “ without either an extension of this
3d March, 1837, which has been hitherto oments. Nothing is easier. Assume the re extent, check the importation of dutiable ar kind, or a loan, or a further issue of Treas must be fulfilled ; and very heavy burdens mitled, “ in consequence of the insufficiency
ceipts will be so much, and divide it up a- ticles. However, as these are all specula ury notes, or a change in the tariff ; but have been within a few years imposed on
mong the various sources of revenue; then tions, which may or may not be correct,
the national Treasury from this souice. of the appropriation.” And for all this, the
merely
by
lessening
the
appropriations
be

•
and
as
I
cannot
assign
reasons
in
which
I
assume the disbursements to be so much,
Where will you push u a vigorous reduc Secretary of the Navy has so restricted the
ami frame the estimates accordingly for the! have much confidence myself, for suppos- low the estimates.” That is his mode. If tion,” then ? I can find no place upon commissioners, that only $100,000 can be
various branches of service ; ami deducting; ing the Secretary’s estimate greatly too large, you have not got revenue enough to carry which this process may be commenced and spared for it. For a Fong series ol years
past, the standing appropriation lor the in
the one from the other furnishes exactly the’ I am willing to adopt it, as showing the on the operations of Government, to meet, its
foregone conclusioo. I say it seems to me,j. probable receipts of the year. What, then, current expenses, why, slop operations, carried on, but fortifications and works of crease of the navy was half a million of doldefence, arsenals, ordnance, barracks, and
that this is the mode of proceeding ; and this
neglpct your duty, abandon the protection
I Lars annually, and for some years a million.
supposition is verified by statements appear- will be the deficiency? What amount of of the public interests. That is all very increase and improvement of the navy and j Now, indeed, under the injunction to“ push
in’ in the documents submitted to us. Gen- additional means will be required to meet simple and very easy ; and then you will navy yards. Who, that knows anything of
eral Jesup, in his report of 28th November,’ the expenditures ol the year ?
the actual condition of these various works reductions vigorously,” it is thought otm;
have no deficiency, no debt, no increased !I and objects, will recommend “ a vigorous fifth of the sum will be sufficient. This is
of V4ih Novembci, s.iyA, Whole expenditui es as before
L>,.. $31,785.488 duties, no Treasury notes. Take no meas reduction” here? Read the reports upon the condition in which those who have un
“ at the last session of Congress I presented
stated,
an estimate, for the service in Florida, of six Whole resources
24,723,473 ures to supply means ; but spend what you these subjects, submitted by the Depart checked and unlimited control of public af
happen to have, and stop there. That is
fairs for twelve years, leave these great in
hundred thousand dollars; that estimate /
ments and officers having charge of them,
was required to modify, and reduce one half.
But if Congress
7,062,015 j the recommendation.
Deficit
and what a humiliating spectacle do we find terests. This is all they have to show for
He di(l reduce it: not because the wants of
I thinks that is not the best mode of carrythe enormous sums of money which they
Deduct
Treasury
notes
propo

the service would admit of it, but because he
1 ing on the public service, then he. suggests’ exhibited, not to ourselves alone, but to the. have expended. And now, when they are
5,000,000
world
I
Fortifications
unfinished,
unarm

was “required” to-do so in consequence of
sed by bill
“ secondary measures’17
Enforce the ed—some of them largely dilapidated, andI about to surrender the power which they
the condition of the Treasury. 1 he result
laws
stop frauds
and eva requiring extensive repays ; arsenals, al have.so long wielded, and to hand over these
[Hl
Ici Wo J;
.»
2,062,015 present tariff
shows that the sum first proposed was want
Deficit
sions ; moitdify
”} the system of drawbacks ready authorized by Congress, not built lor broken and prostrate institutions, to be re
ed ; and so pressing was the necessity, that he Add least balance which ought
and bounties. Really, sir, it strikes me
required $400,000 early in the present ses
to be in Treasury at end of
want of means ; barracks not commenced, built and re-established in a manner worthy
sion, growing out of the reduction of hit» fiist
2,000,000 that these ought to be regarded as pri or left partially completed ; and in every of the country and of the age, they begin to
the year, as Secretary states
mary^ and not “ secondary measures ; ’ that
estimate.
. ,
. t
branch of the military service, pressing calls <cry out to “ push the reduction vigorously.”
The same thing appears m the estimates
$4,062,015 tthey should be first resorted to, and that on for larger appropriations. Besides these, Sir, 1 have frequently heard in this Hall
for the naval service, submitted at this ses
higher considerations, than , as ‘
many new works of defence have been <and elsewhere, of late years, many predic
So that, in addition to the sum now pro- other
<merelyand
affecting revenue. But the Secreta- bow
1
sion. The navy commissioners, by whom
of speedy hostilities with England.
posed
to
be
issued,
we
shall
require
for
the
i
projected,
and strongly recommended to tions
I
these estimates are prepared, say that they
rv
looks upon them in no other fight than |
Alarms have from lime to time pervaded
service
of
the
year,
and
to
have
a
sufficient
i
Congress,
upon
which
nothing
has
yet
been
were limited to the sum total of five mias bringing money into the Treasury ; an’d
balance in the Treasury at the end of it, a t
d'one ? The original plan p/. defences,. ,a- the country on this account ; and I have
lions and twenty-five thousand dollars. All
. even that he prefers to dispense with, for 1
further sum of at least four millions. It is; 1his favorite measure of reducing appropria- dopt-ed more than twenty years ago, is very heard many gentlemen display excessive
that was left to their discretion was, to ap
patriotism in denouncing the wrongs which
not safe to proceed without it. If Congress
portion this sum among the various objects
. lions below the estimates. Passing over the for from being completed. Not only new we have received from that powerful nation.
ofexpenditureinthat branch of the public will provide for the redemption of the notes| political offence and turpitude of defrauding works are recommended as essential to the For myself,sir, I have no apprehension of,
now outstanding in some other mode, and
protection and security of the couutiy, by
service. So much for pay of officers and
the revenue ; the evil example of permitting
not make them chargeable upon the reve
distinguished engineers and military officers, and no desire for, hostilities with Great Bri
seamen ; so much for provisions, medical
> your laws to be violated ; the injury inflicted,
nue of this year, in my judgment the five
but they are called for by the people in va tain. I know we have received injuries ;
stores, &c.; so much for superintendents
not only Upon public morals, but upon the
millions now proposed will be sufficient to business and property of honest mfetchants rious sections, and pressed upon our atten and I am deeply sensible we have been
and naval constructors at the several yards ;
tion by resolutions of State Legislatures. Our kept out of our just rights by most unfound
carry us through it. The Secretaay him
so much for hospitals ; so much for increase self seems to have some lurking apprehen and fair dealers, who pay their duties agree line ofcoast, as well as.ofthe infond frontier, ed pretensions. All these matters still rest
repair, armament, equipment, and wear and sions that this may be necessary ; for he ably to the laws, the Secretary seems to be is yet very imperfectly and inadequately in negotiation, and, the President assures us,
content, and supposes all these evils are suf
tear of vessels in commission ; and so much
Other counsels
protected, and much, very much remains to are in a favorable train.
suggests that it may be found expedient to
for improvement and repairs at the navy authorize C£ a contract to be made, under ficiently cured or compensated, merely by be done ; and yet we are admonished to posh are soon to prevail, and I indulge the fullest
yards, &c. How was this aggregate of
reducing appropriations below what he him
proper restrictions, extending the period of
reductions ££ vigorously.” How is it upon conviction that our rights will be asserted,
$5,025,000 obtained?
Not because it payment of a portion of the temporary lia self, and those charged with the admin
and our just claims vindicated with an abil
istration of the Government, consider to be the Indian frontier ? Are we to have per ity and a spirit which must lead to favorable
would cover all the wants and necessities of
bilities falling due in that year” (1841.) essential for the public service. Then, as petual peace there ? Look at the recom
the service—by no means. No estimate
mendations from the proper departments results. But of those who think otherwise,
This is very softly expressed, to be sure.
to £< drawbacks,” why have they not been
had been formed on that basis, No ; but it
if they do not wish it, and have expended
He does not recommend the re-issue of the
for military posts, barracks, torts, &c., in
reduced to correspond to the rate of duties
their patriotic effusions in invectives upon
was a sum arbitrarily assumed, and the
Treasury notes, because he assured us they
that quarter. I notice that the Governor of
imposed? Year after year we have been
commissioners were directed to make their
our supposed enemy, how many of them
’
Arkansas,
in
his
late
message
to
the
Legis

could all be redeemed last year ; and he
details conform to it. They plainly inform. had just demonstrated that they certainly admonished of the fact, that the amount of lature, complains loudly of the neglect of the have exerted themselves to put their own
drawback upon certain articles is greater General Government to provide suitable country in a proper posture of defence? How
us that this is not enough. They find them
> could be in this. He does not even speak
many of them are willing now to vote the
than the amount of duty received upon their
selves unable to allow more than g 100,000
i of them as “ Treasury notes.”. No ; they importation. Why has it not been correct. protection on the frontiers of that State ;
necessary means to place the navy in an at
of it for increase of the navy ; out of which. have become “ temporary liabilities.7
He ed? Who, of the majority of Congress, and intimates pretty distinctly that Arkan- titude of only tolerable respectability ? Ob
they wish to finish the two steamers now be
would not re-issue them ; but would merely they who have controlled its proceedings■ sas will take its own defence into its own
serve, sir, what a miserably inadequate force
ing built, and the frigate Congress, and to
make £C a contract” to postpone payment. and shaped its policy—who has found timei hands. Is this, then, a suitable place for a has lately been ordered to the East Indies,
commence a new steamer, which they wis )
vigorous “ push” for reductions ? And so
How for this operation would differ from a
ed io do last year, but “ were only prevent debt, or from borrowing money, gentlemen to attend to such small matters as the reve upon the lakes and the Niagara frontier, where we have many millions of commerce
ed from including in the estimates of 1840 can judge for themselves. It strikes me as nue of the country, when the great concerns there is a loud call for defences ; but who afloat, at a lime, too, when the peace of that
whole hemisphere is in imminent peril—the
of party were at stake ? But this also is on
by the supposed necessity of limiting the
heedsit? The subject is noteven consid
being very much the same thing. Now, sir,
estimates to a. certain amount.77 It seems is it not apparent from this review of the ly a ££ secondary measure,” not to be re ered by Congress. Every thing of public smallest and poorest frigate in the navy, and
a small sloop of war only ; and why is this,
sorted to if the primary one of reduction
this mode offorming estimates was adopted
Slate of the Treasury, and the prospects can be carried into execution. What modi- importance, of national benefit, is abandon except from this financial policy of “ push
last year also. In regard to the navy yards,
for the current year, that there is a deficien. fication of ££ bounties77 the Secretary thinks ed, in obedience to the Secretary’s recom ing reductions vigorously ?” Indeed, such
they say ££ the board are of opinion that
mendation of the vigorous work of reduccy in our revenue —a permanent deficien
was the embarrassment ot the Treasury,
, suitable, I do not understand. Does he pro
much larger expenditures would be very
cy p But we have been told by the Secre
pose abolishing the fishing bounties ? If so tl0Then as regards the navy. Who that that the vessels, insufficient as they are,
desirable, to place them in a pioper si.ua
tary, and it is repealed by the chairman, I shall be ready to say something in regard
were delayed near three weeks, as I am told,
(ion to operate efficiently in a period of
that it is merely temporary ¿ nominal lathei to it when the proposition is distinctly sub looks at the imbecility which has so long for the want of means. The circumstances
war.” It is m-mifest, therefore, that the es
marked its administration, is surprised al its
than real—the result of the fluctuations be
of this case furnish another illustration of
timates submitted to us are not founded
present deplorable condition? Ships de
tween the receipts and expenditures in dif mitted.
the fallacy of the assertion which the honor
In
the
next
place,
as
to
the
deficiency
upon the interests of the service, or the
caying
—
condemned
and
broken
up
because
ferent portions of the year. I hardly know
which the Secretary admits will exist next they are beyond the reach of repairs, for able member from New-York (Mr. Bar
wants of the country, but are arbitrarily as
what ideas gentlemen attach to these words
nard) combatted by many proqfs, that “ all
’year, and which may be considered li per
sumed to bring out a desired result. In any
££ permanent” and £i temporary.” The re manent,” what remedy does he propose for want of early and seasonable means. Read demands upon the Treasury had been
estimates, so framed, I declare again, I have
the report of the Navy Commissioners on
ceipts, every year, for four years past, have
promptly met;” and another illustration,
it ? What mode of supplying the means
very little confidence.
fallen short of the expenditures, upon an av necessary to conduct the affairs of the na this subject. The larger portion of our ves too, of the energy and promptitude which
If ihe expenditures of the year are to be
erage, nearly eight millions. It must be so tion ? Hear him : “ The idea that such sels seem to be divided into two classes, characterize the proceedings of the Navy
what I have endeavored to show they must
those “ fit for repair,” and those not fit.
this5year, though to a less amount. In the
a deficiency in time of peace ought to be
Department.
be or any where near it, it is manifest that
next year (1842) the deficiency will be supplied by issues of Treasury notes, or by Two ships of the line are now lying, and
I have understood from very good au
the revenues and receipts of it, from all
greater still, unless new sources of revenue a loan, has never been entertained by the have been for a long time, unable to be re thority that, in the preparation for this
sources, will be inadequate to meet them.
paired
for
want
of
a
dry
dock
at
New
York,
The Secretary estimates the whole re- are opened. If this be not a £i permanent undersigned. Nor can it be countenanced which has been so repeatedly urged ; and of cruise, the purser of the frigate had laid in
deficiency
a deficiency which has existed by any sound principle, either of finance or
supplies to the amount of thirty thousand
CPinls of the year at twenty-two millions
four yea'rs; which now exists; and will political economy.” In this sentiment I which the commissioners say, that, at the | dollars, and that he wanted twenty thousand
five hundred and eighty thousand dollars. continue, to exist and increase, unless some
cost of a million of dollars, it is a “ measute
concur; and can only regret that the SecreThis would fall short of the ordinary ex
modification of the laws affecting the repenses near five millions, being almost as
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more to carry with him for the purposes the business of the country from the enor crease of imports of nearly fifty millions,” fol- to vote on certain amendments to the bill
MAL¥E LEGISLATURE
of the cruise.
He had been requested by mous pressure of debt which now bears it lowed by contractions, suspensions, and com- then pending.
to thg dust. How is it with the plant mercial reverses. “The great principles of-1
the Navy Department to delay drawing for down
IN SENATE.
ing States—the growers of ihe great staple of trade can never be long violated with impn- |
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24.
this amount as long as possible, in conse- of our exports ? Are they prosperous ? nity. And
THURSDAY, FEB. 25.
* * any. fictitious or unnatural excess, The general appropriation bill, with the aquence of the inablility of the Treas Why, sir, the marshal of Mississippi returns of credit, soon ends iu “ revulsions,” &c. I mendments adopted in committee of the
A message from the Governor commttury to furnish the funds,
He accordingly to us, that he received for fees last year the understand the Secretary, in all this, to affirm whole, was taken up. The amendments nicating the resolutions of the State of Penndelayed until the vessels were ready for sea, enormous sum of §87,000, growing out of that in 1836 “the great principles of trade” j were all agreed to except one appropiating sylvania, relating to the public lands; also
and then drew for fitly thousand dollars ; ihe immense number of suits instituted for had been violated ; that revulsions necessarily $8000 for iur.dture for the Custom-house tn resolutions from the State of Kentucky in
followed ,; that
that there
The ^ie recovery of debts. The banks of InUowed
there was a
» superabundance
«....erahun,!»„..« New-York.
N^.Ve.L, The
„f (|,e CtmstilUfive thousand only were forwarded,
merchants who had furnished the supplies the State are unable to pay the small a- of fictitious credit, bringing on overtrading the furniture of the President’s house, passed j tion restricting the eligibility of the Presi
mounts still due to the United States for and speculation : the consequence of which by a majority of four votes.
became uneasy, and resort« to legal pro.; de hes, an(i have a| |ied (br std| ,on. was, suspension of specie payments, disasters, I In the afternoon session the general appro- dent to one term. Referred to committee.
Ihe purser was -ger
ger postponement. E...
L it in Alabama, tmd scarcity of any medium, &c. He says,' priation bill was further debated. An acess to obtain payment.
How is
committed to jail ; from which he was releas- and the other cotton-growing regions ? Cot also, “ some imprudences
.u.p.niunvtio oixv.i.i
abroad n>aj
may uaw|
have j mendment
men u iiivu i lor
ivi reducing
icuuvm^ the
me; imiA
rank vi
of xn
Minister
in inici
t>*H
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pj
..„I.. _______ . i.„---------- .\________ ...._________________ i
1 ....
i
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i
if
•1
ed, only upon the assurance of Commodore ton, 1 believe, has been ranging
last year augmented the evils here" Now if all this be to Mexico to a Charge d’A flat res was rejected
Bill to reduce the capital stock of the
Downes that the vessel should not sail until from five to seven and eight cents—probably so, I cannot comprehend how it is, that the
Va» 86, nays
ua>a 101.
*vi.
* uu following
iM>|uwn>g amend-1
au>vuu<
‘ i[ —y
yeas
The
Bank of Portland, was amended in concurthe compensation of
the affair was adjusted. The Department,
bringing over six or seven to the planter, operations of these years of abundant reve- j merit, relating to __i
_<• post- ; rence with the House and passed to be en
Blip
anil
InrtTA
rppoisne___ nilpfuhnna
wkink
moot
nJnntarl__
1^0
nnva
in
finally f„rnish«l' the money, and, after a 11 recollect to have seen it stated within a few nue, and large receipts—operations which masters, was adopted—yeas 152, nays JO, grossed.
that the cost ofthe production of cotton have brought in their train reverses, disasters, viz :
considerable delay, the frigate sailed on its years,
Resolve in favor of Richard F. Perkins,
was about seven or eight cents. Some gen and evils and have inflicted such deep and
Provided, however, That, in addition to re finally passed.
cruise. These facts are not within my tleman can probably put me right on that wide-spread injury upon the country—how turns
required to be made by postmasters, it
own knowledge ; but I have received matter. [Mr. Hubbard of Alabama, nodded it can he that they furnish evidence of great shall be the duty of the postmasters at New
The Senate proceeded to the considera
them from a gentleman in the navy, who assent to the statement.] The honorable fiscal ability and unexampled prosperity. York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and tion of an act in relation to the education of
had some agency in procuring the release of member signifies that I am correct. The According to the Secretary’s statement, we .I New-Orleans, and the other several cities of youth, upon the petition of inhabitants of
sue-|| the Union, each and every year hereafter, to Fayette. This act was twice read, and the
the purser, and who was acquainted with cost to the planter, therefore, has been quite have been undergoing, in pretty rapid
.
all the circumstances. I should not repeat equal to, perhaps in some instances greater, cession, for several years, these alternate con- ( render a quarter yearly account to the Post question being upon giving it a passage to
them here, if I had not full confidence in than the amount he has been able to sell for. tractions and expansions; or, to use another ' master General, under oath, in such form as be engrossed, Mr. Sewall moved to post
Is that a prosperous condition of things? expression of his, the communty has been ; the latter shall prescribe, for the purpose of
their correctness. This is but an illustra The
Secretary says : “ Il is a source of great “ kept under the constant excitement and de- giving full effect to this proviso, of all etnol- pone it indefinitely — which motion prevail
tion of the effects of the policy recommend satisfaction to witness the indications which pression
f__ _ __ ofthe
________
...____ uments
________
t__
hot_______
and cold_____
fits of a„ violent
or______
sums by_____
them respectively
receiv- ed—and the same disposition was made of a
ed by the Secretary, of “ pushing reduc the unprecedented amount of exports, during ! fever.” Is that a condition of health ? Does j ed for boxes or pigeon holes, or other recep similar act upon petition of inhabitants of
tions vigorously.” Sir, I do not desire to the last four years, has given of the continu-1 it indicate prosperity ? I shall not now go taeles for letters or papers, and by them charg Mount Vernon.
see unnecessary or extravagant appropria ed prosperity of the country
and again, I into the consideration of the causes of the re- ed for to individuals ; or for the delivery of letA message was received from the Gov
tions, nor, above all, wasteful expenditures “tbe general prosperity has been such, as to! vulsions and fluctuations which we [lave ex- ters or papers at or from any place in either ernor transmitting the report of the Bank
of what has been appropriated.
That is create a large surplus of products, and to en-! perienced. They may, all be directly traced of said cities other than the actual post-office Commissioners in relation to the Bank of
able us to
io seuu
send auromi
abroad immense ana
and increasea
increased to me
the action oi
of the
me Government itself
itself;; and ¡of
of such city, and of
of all the emoluments, re- Westbrook — which was read and a thous
the great evil of which we have had hither unie
values of them, however great the complaints |.whatever
of ----------disaster
the community
has UH'
un- ceiptsand
profits that have l/VMIJXÿ
come IAJ
to Itheir
........ - ----------------------. . ---j «IMSHim
11 «3 I I
to so much reason to complain—the waste Ihave hnon
and copies ordered to be printed.
[This
tlortrnnn t ti o Ai'lmiiiishmtinn is >*00 w.ivoiivL.
.
been ns
as tn
to Iniv
low mipps
prices.” Mntv
Now, sir
sir, if
if dergone,
the Administration is responsible for. I hn.>,lo
hands I...
by reason of keeping U.
branch postfulness and extravagance ofthe expenditure, prices are so low as scarcely to remunerate That I hold to be clearly demonstrable.
Bank is all right.]
„
offices in either of said...
cities ; and. if from
rather than of the appropriation.
But 1 the producer, it does not strike me that the
Mr. Chairman, I have endeavored to con such accounts it shall appear that the net aSATURDAY, FEB. 27.
do desire to see sufficient and prompt ap great quantity produced is very good evi fine my attention to the present condition of mount received by either of the postmasters
Papers passed in concurrence.
propriations made for the public service. dence of prosperity. General prosperity is the Treasury, and to its probable necessities at either of said cities for such boxes and
The Senate joined Messrs. Cutler, Mer
v ..................
for letters
We have committed great errors on this sub made up of individual prosperity ; and how during the present year. As to what will be ,pigeon holes and other receptacles
ject. I verily believe that our public works, the country as a whole can be successful, the state of affairs in the next and succeeding I and papers, and for delivering letters and pa rill and Freeman raised on an order from the
....
. . House to investigate the doings of the Adju
when all branches of its business are depress years, I shall not now undertake to examine. 1 pers al or from any place
in either of„ said
both naval and military, have cost at least ed,
is not very apparent to my mind. Un 1 have no expectation that this Congress will cities, other than said post office, and by rea tant General, for the years 1839 and ’40.
twenty-five per cent, more than was neces doubtedly it is better to produce and sell even look so far in advance as that. Very heavy son of keeping a branch post office in either
Mr. Hammond from the committee on
sary, in consequence of the dilatory and at low prices, and thus furnish, as far as burdens, I arn aware, will be thrown upon of said cities, shall, in the aggregate, exceed
parsimonious appropriations which from it goes, means of extinguishing our foreign the coming Administration for many years, the sum of §3,000 in any one year, such ex the Judiciary, to which was referred an or
time to time have been doled out. In re indebtedness, than not to produce at all ; be by the measures and policy of that w hich is cess shall be paid to the Postmaster General der directing the Attorney General to com
pealed instances the work comes to a pause, cause the laborers, if not employed, must still about to close. The aggregate I shall not for the use and purposes of the Post Office mence a suit on the Bond of James B. Ca
because the appropriations are exhausted ; be subsisted and clothed ; and if they cannot venture to compute. I have already said that ; Department. And no postmaster shall, here hoon, late Treasurer of the State, made a
.......... (prefer
____ early
__ ..............
.......the
. (part
..... of after, under any pretext whatever, have, re report which exonerates Mr. Cahoon from
action .on
and after a lapse of several months, or a earn more than half their support, it is better I. should
year, when it is recommenced, thousands of to do that than remain in idleness. All that’ Congress, to supply, from the ordinary sour- ceive, or retain for himself in the aggregate all blame in the transaction alluded to in
can be said, is, that by reason of our great1 ces of revenue, sufficient means, not only for more than §5000 per year, including salaries the order (i. e. the negotiation relating to
dollars are required for repairs, to bring up production, though no profit is made upon ! this year, but for the future. I despair of and
commissions now allowed and limited the receiving the notes of Parker & Co. of
the condition to what it was when left. it, we are not so deeply involved and so ' that. The present measure 1 consider whol- by law.
We are greatly too long in point of time in much distressed, as we should be if the crops ly inadequate for the service of the whole
The bill was then read a third time and New-Yoik.) After motion to lie on the ta
ble and print, and considerable discussion,
the completion of our public works.
If a entirely failed. The grain-growing sections year; but it will relieve the Treasury from passed.
—
in which Messrs. Burbank, Hammons, Sew
hundred thousand dollars are wanted to of the country —the great West—the growers present embarrassments, and keep the wheels
THURSDAY, FEB. 25.
The Navy Appropriation Bill was taken all, Daveis, Bennett, Parsons and Williams
complete a given work this year, and everv of pork and other provisions, are they pros- of Government rolling yet awhile. To the
thing is favorable for the purpose, we gran’, perous ? Do they find ready markets and ' wisdom and the patriotism ol those who are up in committee of the whole. The bill participated, the report was recommitted
twenty thousand ; or, in a moment of extra remunerating prices ? We know that it is ! soon to enter upon the administration of the having been read, Mr. Salstonstall of Massa with instructions to report such a statement
not so : and yet we have “ recorded evidence Government, and to succeed us in these seats, chusetts, moved that the appropriation of §1- of facts as the committee might judge expe
ordinary liberality, may allow fifty. Why are of the prosperity of the country.” Sir, I should I look with confidence for such measures as 225,000,
proposed by the committee, for re
we so long in building our ships ? Foreign like to read this record elsewhere than in the shall restore not only the revenue of the Gov pairing and building vessels of war should be dient.
Governments come here, and at private universal embarrassment and depression ernment, but the business and prosperity and increased to §2,000,000. The following
MONDAY, MARCH 1.
ship-yards, commence, complete, and launch which brood over the whole land ; and all, happiness of the people.
sketch of the debate is given by the New
Nothing of importance was done in the
steamers of war, of the best models and all brought upon it within the very period
York Express.
Mr. Saltonstall sustained his amendment Senate.
workmanship, before we are able, by our which the Secretary has selected as one ‘‘ un UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
with zeal and ability, supporting his argu
procrastination, to lay the keel for one. exampled in prosperous developments”—all
TUESDAY, MARCH 2.
within the last eight years. The “ recorded
One ofthe most scientific and faithful of evidence” to which the Secretary refers, is TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.......SECOND SESSION. ment by various sound reasonsand important
On motion of Mr. Hammons the Senate
facts
showing
the
necessity
of
the
appropria

our engineers, having charge of extensive found only in the vast receipts into the Trea
proceeded to the consideration uf order in re
IN SENATE.
tion, and the condition of the service.
and important public works, assured me sury, which have enabled him to accomplish
Mr. Evans of Maine, backed Mr. Salton lation to the public lands of this State. The
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
last session, that he could demonstrate, to the great results he has enumerated. The
Several bills, mostly of a private character, stall with one of his strong and pertinent consideration of this order elicited an animat
mathematical certainty, that, in consequence Secretary has not always considered it in were passed. The session was chiefly occu speeches,—in which he stated to the House ed political discussion in which Messrs. Ham
ofthe delay and insufficiency of appropria that light. The enormous receipts alluded I pied in reviving and extending for two years many interesting facts connected with the mons, Burbank and Sewall engaged. The
tions, these works cost at least one quarter to occurred chiefly in two years, 1835 and ! the charters of the Banks of the District ol mal administration of the naval service. Out- Senate then nonconcurred the House in giv
1836, and in considerable degree from most' Columbia. Before the bill passed, at a late ships were out of repair, and many had been ing the order a passage and indefinitely post
more than they would under a system of extraordinary
and unexpected sales of public
destroyed for want of seasonable repairs. poned it.
prompt and sufficient appropriations.
I land. The receipts of 1835 were about thir hour, the Senate adjourned.
Our shipping materials were in a dilapidated
have no doubt of it.
True economy re ty five millions and a half; of which fifteen
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATI VES.
condition, and the miserable parsimony of
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24.
quires that a work once undertaken should millions were derived from the lands. The
THURSDAY, FEB. 25.
A number of private bills were passed. the Government had been the means of crip
be prosecuted with vigor, and that ample receipts of 1836 were close upon 49,000,000, The bill to revive the charters of the banks pling and injuring the service. The wants
Mr. Morse from the committee that had
means should at all times be at command. of which over 24,000,000 were derived from of the District of Columbia was again taken of the service were accumulating every day, under consideration the subject of the as
In this way, the person in charge of it may lands.
up and discussed at length. Several ques and the means of defence less and less attend sault committed by Mr. Delesdernier upon
§84,303,051 tions were taken on amendments, and finally ed to.
always avail himself of favorable circum Whole amount for two years
the Assistant Messenger, made a report,
The Chairman of the Committee of Ways
stances, which are constantly occurring, to Expenditures during same years 47,238,000 the bill passed to be engrossed by a vote of 27
concluding with the decision that Mr. D.
and
Means
preceded
Mr.
Evans
in
opposition
to
12.
—
obtain materials and labor at the smallest
Excess of receipts
§37.065,051
io the appropriation. Mr. E. replied, and so “ be required to make an apology to the
THURSDAY, FEB. 25.
expense. Much is saved in repairs. The
These years, therefore, are the great source
The hill to revive the charters of the Banks closely and sharply that the Chairman was in House, written or verbal, as he may deem
structure is sooner fit for service, and the of the vast receipts, which the Secretary now of the District of Columbia was passed and lull employment in defending the points at expedient, for the offence charged against
public interests are in every way promoted. regards as t£ recorded evidence” of our pros sent to the House. The residue of the ses tacked.
him.”
But this is not the mode in which our affairs perity ; because the receipts of the last sion was devoted to private bills, and execu
Mr. Thompson from S. Carolina, and Mr.
The report was accepted.
Proffit of la., defended the appropriation.
are conducted, nor the principle upon which four years have not equalled the expendi tive business.
Mr. D. then said :
the estimates are formed, and the appropri tures. Sir, I cannot but recollect how often,
within the last two years, I have heard
Mr.
Speaker. — In order to discharge the
FRIDAY, FEB. 26.
FRIDAY, FEB. 26.
ations made. How much can the service the importations and the land sales of those
Mr. Andrews, from the Committee of Ac duty required of me by the report of the
Mr. Roane communicated a letter from
be pinched, and embarrassed and retarded, years, denounced as « over-trading”—“ spec
counts, by direction of the Committee, asked committee, just accepted by the House,
by “ reductions,” seem to be the consider ulation”—forced on by bank expansions— ChiefJustice Taney, announcing the arrange leave to introduce the following resolution :
ments lor the funeral of Judge Barbour. Mr.
1 say that I deeply regret that, while la
ations which govern the counsels of the De growing out of fictitious credit; and as the Roane, introducing his motion with some ap
Resolved, That the Committee of Accounts boring under great mental excitement, I
cause
of
all
the
embarrassments
and
revul

partments in their present estimates ; and
propriate"remarks, offered the following res he instructed to allow the pay of all such should so far have forgotten my elevated po
at a time when every branch of the public sions which followed. The specie circular olution, which was agreed to.
members of this House as may have been
unavoidably demined on their way to the sition in this House, as to have inflicted a
service is languishing and almost prostrate, was issued avowedly to check the land sales,
Resolved
unanimously,
That
in
testimony
which were going on to such dangerous ex
Seat of Government at the commencement of blow upon an officer of this House, as lie
the only recommendation submitted to us tent.
What vehement denunciations have of their respect for the memory of the Hon.
from the Executive is, to il push reductions we not listened to, both of banksand of Stale Philip P. Barbour, late Associate Justice of this session, by the storm which occurred a- has recently been dignifvd. And I am ve
Supreme Court of the United Slates, the bout that time, they having left their respec ry sorry, and exceedingly regret, that the
vigorously.”
debts, as occasioning such enormous impor the
Senate will adjourn this day, at 2 o’clock, for tive places of abode a sufficient time to have officer alluded to, should have so disregard
tations
from
abroad,
destructive
of
our
indus

The Secretary, in closing his “ last annual
the purpose of attending the funeral of the reached the Capitol in time to have taken ed the orders of this House, as to have pro
report.” enters into a review of some of our try and our resources ? Ami yet it was these deceased.
their seats on the first day of the session.
voked me to have so inflicted the blow. I
financial operations during the period he has very importations and sales which furnished
The question was then taken on the pas
After
some
unimportant
proceedings,
the
sage of the resolution, and there appeared am also exceedingly sorry, and very much
been connected with the Department ; and the Treasury with money—now relied upon
regret, that the members of this House,
he states that “ during this lime, there has as “ recorded evidence of the prosperity of the Senate took up the special order, which was yeas 100, nays 48.
occurred much to evince the great fiscal pow country." The Secretary himself, in his re the bankrupt bill. Mr. Clay addressed the
The House resolved itself into Committee sin tdd have found it necessary to consume
er as well as. prosperity of the Union.” Al port to Congress in December, 1838, says: Senate until the hour of adjournment in op of the Whole, and resumed the considera three days of the time of this House, in or
though “ some reverses have at times overta “ An overflowing tide of speculation and position to the amendment to include banks tion of the Navy Appropriation bill. Mr. der to procure from me an apology, which
ken the rashness displayed by parts of the bank issues like that of 1836, is not anticipat in the compulsory process. He maintained McKay of North Carolina was again called I have ever been ready to make, and have
community, in certain branches of business,” ed, while the recent evils and disasters from that it was unconstitutional, and if it were to preside over the deliberations of the com made, and will in obedience to the order of
yet “ the period and the country, as a whole, these sources are fresh in remembrance.” He not so, it would be unwise and inexpedient. mittee.
this House, now again make ; and so far as
have been almost unexampled in prosperous was constrained “ at that time to regard many
The debate was continued on the subject
SATURDAY,
FEB. 27.
of
the
appearances
of
extraordinary
prosperity
developments.” “ Notwithstanding unusual
of the Navy generally, by Mr. Marvin and 1 have deviated from the dignity of this
A number of unimportant bills were pass Mr. Saltonstall, until 2 o’clock, when the House, I respectfully ask its pardon.
revulsions,” and biennial reduction of duties, as delusive, the existing surplus as temporary
ed. A bill relating to children of American committee rose and the House adjourned to
Mr. McDonald of Limerick rose and
and losses by “ officers and banks and mer ami fallacious, &c.”
By what strange process is it that this /al parents born abroad, securing to them the attend the funeral of Honorable Judge Bar-i asked if this apology was sufficient, and if
chants,” “ our condition has been so flourish
privileges
of
citizenship,
was
laid
on
the
table
ing as to yield a revenue, during that time, lacy, these delusive appearances, have become
hour, deceased, late of the Supreme Court.
his friend from Baileyville was fully restor
sufficient, after all these deductions, to ac entitled to the great weight and the high au for the present session.
At 4 o’clock the House re-assembled, and
The general appropriation bill from the resumed its session in Committee of the ed to his privileges.
thority of “ recorded evidence ?” But, sir,
complish the following important results
The Speaker replied that the Chair so
and then follows the enumeration of the pur not to hold the Secretary bound by opinions House was re|>orted 6y the Finance Com Whole on the state of the Union on the Na
considered
it, unless some gentleman of the
mittee
with
various
amendments,
for
cutting
expressed
two
years
ago,
and
which
he
may
poses which have been accomplished. All
vy Appropriation Bill.—Speeches were made
this, the Secretary says, is “ recorded evidence, have since changed, we find in this same doc down and restricting the emoluments of Col by Messrs. Weller, Floyd, Leadbetter, Law- House objected.
On motion of Mr. Otis of Hallowell, Or
ofthe prosperity of the country, and the fiscal ument—the report of this year—a repetition lectors, Postmasters and other public officers. son, Hawes and Wick.
A bill was introduced to amend the Judi
dered, That a joint select Committee be ap
ability of the General Government.” Now, of the same sentiments. Having staled the
sir, 1 have no desire to disturb, or find fault great results which he has accomplished, he ciary system, in such a manner that Virginia
pointed to examine into all the accounts
SATURDAY, FEB. 27.
with, this complacent self-congratulation ; next proceeds to explain the difficulties which shall be annexed to the circuit of the Chief
The Navy appropriation bill passed, with and contracts of any and all the agents and
Justice, 1 consisting
of ..Maryland
andlit
Dela- till
but 1 desire for a single moment to consider he has had to encounter.
*r
.
>>
,
|| .
« I 11 I 11 1 11 |U IJ L JI.
J1 Cltl
11 CI U doty I of the
an Oamendment
for
an Iincrease
Navy. superintendants, or commissioners, appoint
“ One of the greatest evils to the public ser ware—that North Carolina shall be added to|lhe who|e appropriation being
U«™,
what the condition of the country really is.
' ig §5,826,738.
ed to superintend the building of the In
vice,
as
well
as
to
the
security
of
private
busi

the
circuit
of
Judge
Wayne,
consisting
of
The
Army
appropriation
hill
nLso
passe.
Is it prosperous and successful? Where is
I me army appropriation mil also passed,. as sane Hospital, and to report whether any
..............
. for
~ tlie
: *Indian
- department.
■
’
'The
is the evidence of it ? The National Govern ness, during a part of the above period, has Georgia and South Carolina—and that the!
1 did
also that
ment embarrassed in dll its operations, and consisted in the fluctuations to which both Judge to be appointed in the place of Judge correspondent of the N. Y. Courier gives the accounts are incorrectly cast, and to report
Barbour shall be given to the Louisiana and following report of the day’s proceedings :
whether any agent or superinlendant or
struggling on from day to day under the have been subjected.”
These fluctuations are exhibited, among Mississippi districts.
pressure of an insolvent Treasury ; public
The Navy appropriation bill came up the commissioner purchased any materials out
An animated debate sprang up on the prop first thing. Mr. Evans renewed in the House ofa store with which he was directly or
works neglected and postponed ; public cred other proof«, in the great falling off of im
it endangered. Then, as to the Slates—most ports ; which, he says, “ fell within two years osition. it was warmly resisted by Mr. Roane i the amendment rejected in Committee of the indirectly connected, or whether any one
of them deeply in debt, and hardly able to from near one hundred and ninety millions to of Virginia, who seemed to think it a perfect •■ whole, to add §500,000 to the appropriation employed his own apprentices, or contract
pay even the interest as it accrues ; their one hundred and fourteen ; and in the single outrage to annex the Old Dominion to a ’ for increase of the Navy, §400,000 of which
ed with his own son or clerk, and what sum,
,,, be
„„ „applied ,„
bonds from ten to thirty per cent, below par; year just past, almost sixty millions.” “Such State North ofthe Potomac, and deprive her’to
to „„
the vl
construction of war '
their internal improvements abandoned in inflations and contractions must be destruc ofthe appointment of a successor to Judge steamers of medium size.. The question was and how the sums appropriated, or given,
great degree ; and resort to heavy taxes inev tive of all confidence in calculations for the '‘¿J0111'
. noes
.
ky a tna.' were expended, and whether any agent ex
..
,
,
! taken by ayes and
and1 carried by
The proposition was agreed to by a large I jority
|ority of
often
voles. The
The bill
bill was
was then
then rpassed , ceeded his authority in anv way.
itable, with no prospect of immediate im future, while the causes of them shall con
ten votes.
to the Senate ,lor
concurrence.
provement in their condition. As to the af tinue to operate unremedied. What are vote and the hiII embracing it was passed, and all(...| sent
«v.... .w v,.w
VI vvircuncuuB.
! Messrs. J. Otis, Andrews, Lindsey,
fairs of individuals—what kind of business is these causes? They will be found to have sent to the House for concurrence.
Then came up the Army appropriation bill \ Tucker and E. Olis were appointed on the
prosperous ? Manufactures have largely de been chiefly connected with the abuses of
—some debate took place on an item ot §1,-' part ofthe House.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
clined ; commerce, distinct from navigation, banking. On the occasion first referred to
068,816
for carrying on the Florida war, in j Message from the Senate was received indiminished ; internal trade greatly reduced ; they were the superabundance of a fictitious
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
WAndh^He.a,'d,e Oq'‘en^de egate r°r>‘hat f,,rn,i"g ,h<- House
lhal
bad nonspecie payments suspended over a consider medium of circulation, with the attendant oThe General Appropriation Bill was fur- __________ _____ ,,
vertradinp:
and
speculations
in*
1836,
and
the
.............
’
concurred
the
House
in
indefinitely
post
able portion of the Union, and but lately re-i
ther discussed in the afternoon session of fervid, beautiful, yet forcible speeches for
surned in the great state of Pennsylvania ; consequent suspension of specie payments in Monday, which was continued until past 9 which he is remarkable, and in which few poning resolve in favor of Samuel Basand from all quarters of the land, as with one 1837, as well as the disasters and scarcity of o’clock, and also during the whole of the can equal him. The appropriation was car sick, and that, that body had insisted, and
¥©ice, tlepiand for a bankrupt law, to relieve any medium, till the latter part of 1838.” morning and evening sessions of Tuesday, ried, and the bill was also passed and sent to proposed a conference. The House insist
Then another expansion, he says, and “ in- At 5 o’clock P. M. the Committee proceeded the Senate.
ed and also appointed conferees.—Messrs.
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Savage’s Bilious Ueobstruent
Inauguration Day—4th March.—The
SHEKRW’S sale.
Foote, Bryant and E. Otis, were appoint- ’
whig» of this town celebrated the day by the
■-------- ooo--------------- ooo-------ed.
<
hoisting of national flags, the ringing of bells
York ss..... February 24, 1841.
HESE Pills have been in use for a num
On motion of Mr. Frost of Limington,
and the firing of salutes. In the evening, ar
YT v,rtue
virtue °l
of (executions in my hands for
ber of years, and have produced the
SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1841
the committee on claims was directed to in
splendid Supper.......
was- served up, at Hilton’s,i
collectioni against
.... — Joseph
. - , H. Shaw of
most happy effects in the following com
quire into the expediency of allowing the
The new Administration.—The four- of
< which about 120 gentlemen and ladies York, in the county of York, yeoman, lliave plaints, viz. in obstructions of the biliary
account of the Treasurer of Limingion.
ducts, caused by a thickening of the bile, and
teenth
Presidential term, since the adoption ,partook. Hon. JoSEFH Da« presided. So,-1
on
’
a final hardening into gall stones, which caus
FRIDAY, FEB. 2b.
<of the Constitution, commenced on Thurs- ,eral patriotic songs were sung during the Berwicki lfr sai(j COUniy, on Saturday, the
es a dull pain in the right side at first and af
Mr. Morrison of Sebec called up the Re- day last. On that day William Henry evening, and admirably sung, by Mr. Israel .
(|ay of April next, at two of the clock terwards a cholic and inflammation from the
solve laid on the table yesterday, by Mi. Harrison was inaugurated as President of Kimball of Wells. There was a Ball, also,' in the afternoon, all the estate, right, title and irritating qualities ofthe bile, and obstruction
..............
.
t•
u
ii interest
which
Joseph
Shaw
now of circulation of blood in the liver and parts
Dunn of Poland, “ to expunge11 the Order these United Slates for the term of four years. in honor of„ the
occasion,
at Washington
Hall,
hO
a|| t|)(j the said,.,„
hlJtll|H.
e a,„|
inlerest
connected with it; they have a direct tenden
of Mr. Morse of Bath, in relation to the as The particulars of this solemn and imposing which “ went off'in good style,” as the phrase
t|ie gaj(| Joseph had on the seventh cy to prevent an »(‘cumulation of bile, and to
sault committed by Wm. Ddesdernier on
ceremony cannot of course reach us in sea is. The “ little folks,” determined not to he ' (]ay of July last past, by virtue of a contract remove all obstructions from the digestive or
the Assistant Messenger.
mere “lookers on in Venice,” passed the ^n writing to a conveyance of all lhe real
gans. In all stages of Dyspepsia these pills
Mr. Otis moved the indefinite postpone son for this day’s paper, but we shall be able
ii
i
i i ’ tatp hprpiiiftftci* described« with till the huild* produce the greatest benefit, and in a large
to
lay
them
before
our
readers
next
week,
to

evening in the Academy Hall, where a table I ings
jn£rstthereon,
^ereon viz
vjz ._ u“ A —
ment of the Order. After some conversation
partt of«
of a certain farm, proportion of cases will effect a cure. So
between Messrs. Olis of Hallowell, Wash gether with the Inaugural Address of the was set, bountifully furnished with good situate in York, aforesaid, the same 1 pur fir as any one medicine can be beneficial in
chased ofthe widow Patience Nowell, out of ,this complicated disease these pills have not
bum of Livermore, CHadhourne .»f Eastport, President, which was probably delivered im things.
_____
the estate of Peter Nowell, deceased, as may found a rival. In dropsical complaints they
Delesdernier of Baileyville, and McDonald mediately after he had taken the oath of
M AINELEGISLATU RE.
appear by the deed of said Patience to me, may be relied on as a most effectual remedy.
of Limerick, Mr. Dunn withdrew the Re office. The day was celebrated by the whigs
consisting of one quarter part of all the In cases of obstruction from sudden attacks
solve.
throughout the country—star-spangled ban
wood, tillage and pasture land owned by of colds in voting females in all recent cases
IN SENATE.
On motion of Mr. Hinkley a Joint Se ners floated in as fine a breeze as over wafted
said Peter Nowell at his decease, which I they will afford die best remedy that can be
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3.
lect Committee was ordered to investigate the beautiful ensign of our beloved country—
On motion of Mr. Eaton, ordered that the! purchased of his widow, Patience Nowell ; applied. Impurities of the blood with a lan
the accounts of the Adjutant General, for
committee
on State Lands be instructed to > and also all my right, title and interest I have guid circulation, pain in the head attended
national salutes were fired and the bells rang
unto ....
mv wife
Susan’s part or share, in with dizziness and sickness of the stomach,
the years 1839 and 1840, and to ascertain
inquire into the mode pursued by the Land in
,,, or ......
..
....... of
— ------wluch now cost!veness or any disease caused by obstruc
said ____
Peter,7 deceased,
if the late Adjutant General has money in their “ merry peals,” at intervals, through A*»ent, in selling and disposing of the timber the farm
his hands belonging to the State ; and to the day—festive boards were surrounded by and timber lands of the State, for the last six ; lies in common and undivided, being about tions in the circulation of blood or any of the
sixty acres, more or less. Also, one other lot' excretory organs may be effectually removed
report generally as to the character of the1 glad countenances and hearts beating high years, and the effect of that mode as thus far of wood land, situate in York, adjoining land bv the use of these pills. In all violent atdeveloped.
charges allowed by the late Adjutant Gen■ with joy and hope ;—it was the commence
of Benjamin Rogers, Daniel McIntire, Na’ tacks of cold attended with fever if taken in
eral and the manner in which the accounts ment of a new era in the administration of
thaniel Nowell, Joseph Junkins, and others, the commencement they will prevent a course
IN HOUSE.
have been kept during the time that he was our
(
being the same land said McIntire sold to of fever, and save the patient much pain and
government—it was, as those who parti
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3.
me, and is the same land said McIntire pm- trouble. These pills are purely vegeiaide
Acting Quarter Master General. Messrs. cipated
(
in these festivities firmly believed, the
Mr. J. Otis called up the b’rlt for the choice chased of Benjamin McIntire, and reference and may be taken with perfect safely under
Hinckley, Belcher, Hitchbum, Gilchrist and dawning of a brighter day in our political (
of County officers by the people. The aMcLellan, were appointed on the part ol horizon, a day which is to witness the refor- ,mendments of the Senate were read. The may be had to said Benjamin’s deed for a all circumstances. They differ from other
better description of said lot, containing 20 medicines that operate on the bowels in^ not
the House.
mation of abuses, the abolishing of unneces- ;Senate struck out that part, ofthe bill which acres, more or less.”—Conditions, &c. at sale. leaving the bowels in a costive state. They
On motion of Mr. Morse of Bath, the
gives the choice of County Attorneys and
are recommended to families as one of the
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ff.
Land Agent is directed to report as soon as sarv offices, the reduction of salaries which ;Clerks ofthe Courts to the people, and^ pass
best family medicines in use. The following
March
4,
1841.
may be, the annual expenses ofthe Land Ol- are too high—the restoration of the govern ed the bill giving the election of County
certificates have been kindly offered.
ment
to
that
purity
which
characterized
its
Commissioners to the people.
fice for the five years preceding January 1,
Mr. J. Otis moved that the House non-con[From the Rev. E. D. Trickeyf\
1841—also the annual receipts in cash from administration in the early days of the repub
N SATURDAY, (March 6th,) at one
Having used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
lands sold— from the sale of timber, arid lic, and in the practice of which all our hopes cur with the Senate, and insist on its former
vote passing the bill to he engrossed without
o’clock, afternoon, opposite my store, 1 Pills for mure than three years in my family,
from demands due, and from all other rest of its prosperity and perpetuity.
the amendments. Mr. Otis aduocated his shall sell a lot of
and having experienced their beneficial ef
sources whatever, specifying the amount
The good Ship of State is fairly afloat, motion at considerable length. A debate in
fects on my own person, I can recommend
Second-hand
Turniture^
paid into the Treasury each year, during with a new commander. The prayer of eve which several members participated ensued.
them to be one ofthe best medicines 1 have
among
which
are
2
Feather
Beds,
Bedsteads,
The
motion
to
nonconcur
and
insist
on
its
said term of five years.
ever used for obstructions in the bowels, in
ry good patriot must be that the cruise may
Bedding,
Tables,
Chairs,
Crockery,
Glass
The order also directs the Land Agent to be a pleasant and successful one, bringing to former vote prevailed.
cleansing and relieving the stomach, and
and Tin Ware, &c. &c.
in all the various diseases for which they are
report the expenses of the Land office in
A.
WARREN,
Juc
’r.
recommended by the proprietor.
Death of Mr. Justice Barbour.—Hon.
suppressing trespasses on the public lands the owners those rich returns which they
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.
E. D. TRIG KEY.
and calls for all the particulars in relation to look <br with so much of strong anxiety and P. P. Barbour of Virginia, one of the Asso
Greenland,
March
1,1840.
ciate
Justices
of
the
Supreme
Court
of
the
ardent
hope.
expenses incurred by the Land Agent and
United States, was found dead in his bed, at
those under his direction in the Aroostook
[From the Rev. Silas Green.']
Extra Session of Congress.—It seems Washington, on Thursday morning last. He
war. The order is drawn with great mi
I have used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
remained in consultation with his colleagues
to
be
generally
understood
that
an
extra
ses

nuteness and calls for information in rela
HE next TERM of this Literary Institu- ]Pills for more than three years, and can rec
of the bench until ten o’clock the previous
them to be the best medicine for tetion to operations of the Land office for the sion of Congress will he called in May. The evening, and seemed in good health and spir
tion will commence on Wednesday, "2Mh ommend
(
moving
Richmond Whig of 24th ult. says
“We its when he left them and retired to his
of March.— Tuition lor Reading, Spelling,
, obstructions from the digestive or
last five years.
understand that Gen. Harrison makes no se chamber. The Court met as usual, but ad Writing, English Grammar, Arithmetic, Ge- gans 1 have ever used. SILAS GREEN.
Dover, March 20, 1840.
SATURDAY, FEB. 27.
cret of his determination to call an Extra ses journed over until Monday in consequence of ography, lower branches of History, at $3
Mr. Lindsey of Norridgewock presented sion of Congress, probably in May, and that this afflicting event. Judge B. was a brother per term ; for all other studies $4 per term.—
[From Dr. Jefferson Smith.]
Good board can be procured on the most
petitions of H. P. Pratt and others, Artemas the necessity for doing so has urged itself up of Gov. Barbour.
Having been made acquainted with the
reasonable conditions.
Heald and others, and Benjamin Gennings on his mind for several months past.”
composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstriient
L. COLBY, Sec'y Trustees.
(rr’Wc understand that the Land Agent,
and others, for the removal of Charles
Mr. Hamlin, nas made an arrangement with
Kennebunk, Feb. 25, 1841.
_______ Pills and having used them on my own per
son and family as well as in my practice for
Greene, Judge of Probate for Somerset
Patent Office.—The Washington pa the Land Agent of Massachusetts to pay half
every disease where bilious and deobstruent
EEIOT~AC ADEM Y.
county, because of physical infirmity and pers state that Hon. John Ruggles, of this the expenses of such force as may be neces
medicines were indicated for upwards of two
-------— ooo - ---- —
because he was appointed io office against State, will receive the appointment of Com sary to look after trespassers upon the disput
R. ISRAEL KIMBALL would inform years I am enabled to say that they aie as
the wishes of the people of the county, and missioner of Patents, under the new adminis ed territory. Mr. H. started this morning for
his friends and the publirk, that he j safe, mild and useful as any medicine 1 have
Fort Fairfield to make such arrangements as
because his predecessor resigned his office
I has made arrangements with the Trusteesever
of used, and can recommend them as like
tration. Mr. Ruggles thoroughly understands ’ the exigencies of the affairs may require ; and
before his term of service had expired.
to introduce a better system of economy in the above Academy, to take the school for ly to effect cures in common cases of /'ici
the
duties
of
this
office,
having
had
occasion,
On motion of Mr. Dunn one of the pe
the expenditures. This new arrangement, it the Spring and Summer terms on his own ness, where bilious habits and impurities of
titions was read, and they were then laid while a Senator, to examine with some mi is thought, well be equally as efficient as the responsibility, and he promises to exert him the blood exist.
JEFFERSON SMITH, M. D.
nuteness into its affairs. His reports to the present, and will save this State an an self to the utmost, to give entire satisfaction
on the table.
Dover, Sept. 4, 1840.
Conferees on Resolve in favor of Samuel Senate in reference to its conduct embrace nual expense of about thirty thousand dol to all who may see fit to entrust ’heir chil
dren to his care and instruction. In addition
Bassick, disagreed, and the House adhered many useful suggestions and sound views lars.— Bangor Whig.
[From Dr Calvin Cutler.]
to the branches usually taught in our Acadeto the vole indefinitely postponing the same. and have been much commended by »II
Having been made acquainted with the
Oxford Congressional Ejection.—TheI j inies. he will give lessons, twice a week, in
parties.
votes at the 3d trial lor Member of Congress‘ the Science of Vocal Musick, to those who composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
MONDAY, MARCH 1.
from the Oxford Congressional District, by wish it. His Spring term will commence Pills, and having used them 1 hereby certify
A rumor was rifeMn the early part of the the official canvass, stood as follows :
on Wednesday the 17th of March, and willI that the articles of which they are composed
Very little business of general interest
continue 1U weeks. Tuition—$4 per term,• are among the safest and most beneficial
week, that there had been another and an
was transacted in the House.
8.559
Whole number,
with the addition of one dollar to all scholars known and used in medicine and that
4,280
angry correspondence between Mr. Fox and
Necessary for a choice,
residing in the Town, who may attend to the age’s Pills according to my observation of their
TUESDAY, MARCH 2.
4,330
Nathaniel S. Littlefield, had
Mr. Forsyth in reference to the destruction
Languages. And one dollar extra will be effects upon diseased persons are safe and
3,752
On motion of Mr. McLellan of Calais, the’ of the Steamer Caroline, the imprisonment
Zadoc Long,
charged to those who take lessons in Musick. highly useful for the diseases recommended.
477
committee, on the Jmlicinry was directed to
All others,
CALVIN CUTTER, M. D.
Board can be had in good families, at the
impure into the expediency of addressing the> of McLeod, &c. and that the British Minister
Littlefield’s majority, 50, 12 votes given for very low price of $1 25 per week, or one
Dover,
Sept.
1, 1840.
had
demanded
his
passports.
We
are
hap

Governor to remove from office, John G.
“ Nath’l S. Little S. Littlefield,” were allow dollar exclusive of washing.
Taylor and Wm. L. McCallister, Justices of py to state that it was unfounded.
ed for“ Nathaniel S. Littlefield.”— Kennebec
[ From AFzn. Burr, Editor Morning Star.]
February 25, 1841.
_______
thè Peace and of the Quorum, for the county
Journal.
Dover, Aug. 27, 1840.
Kentucky Senator.—James T. Morehead
of Washington.
STAGE NOTICE.
This certifies that I have used Savage’s
Finally passed—in relation to the was chosen a Senator in Congress, by the NOMINATIONS TO THE COUNCIL,
—----- ooo-------]Pills, and consider them a very valuable med
distribution of the animal school fund ; in fa Legislature of Kentucky, on the 18th ult. to
THERE will be a meeting ol the Stock- icine.
j
WM. BURR.
BY THE GOVERNOR.
vor of Ezekiel Holmes.
holders of the
(Made Friday, February 26.)
fill the vacancy occasioned by the resignation
For sale in Kennebunk, by ALEX. WAR
John Appleton, Bangor, Reporter of Decis “PORTLAND STAGE COMPANY,”
Army of the United States.—Accord of Mr. Crittenden. There were some 16 or
to be held at. Isaac Hilton’s Inn, in Kenne REN.
ing to the official Army Register for 1841, the 18 ballotings before a choice was effected. ions, S. J. Court.
February 26, 1841.
eptJl.
Iddo Kimball, William R, Keith, Elisha bunk, on Wednesday, the seventeenth day oj
fallowing is a correct list of the men enlisted
and enrolled in the Army of the United Mr. M. (who is a sound whig) received 72 Snow, Thomaston, Inspectors of the State J/arc/i neri, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
to consider the expediency of again taking The Mw- Worfc ¿Mechanic
votes ; the opposing candidates 51. His term Prison.
Slates :—
measures for carrying the mail under a new IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, AT
of service expires on the 4th of March 1847.
Of the Regular Army, the General Staff
contract ; also, the expediency ofclosing the (
NO. 7 ANN STREET, NEW YORK, (near
Temperance Meeting.
numbers
concerns of the Company, and dividing the
Broadway,} by
Nomination.—Mr. Van Buren, on the 27th
Medical Department numbers
©3
An Address on the subject of Temperance stock, or disposing of the same, and any mea RUFUS PORTER & M. J. SMITH.
Pay
“
“
J* ult. nominated Peter V. Daniel of Virginia
will be delivered at the Meeting-House of the sures in relation to the above, and of making
-----------------------Purchasing “
”
HE publishers of this paper are pledged
Corps of Engineers
“
J-’ to the Judgeship made vacant by the death first Parish, on Sunday (to-morrow) evening, any alterations in the By-laws of the Corpora
Corps of Topographical Engineers numbers 3b of Judge Barbour. The nomination was by Mr. Israel Kimball ot Wells.
to furnish each number, with a full
tion.
322
Ordinance Department numbers
description of at least one new mechanical in
Bu order of the Directors.
N. K. SARGENT, Secretary of Com.
“ laid on the shelf” in the Senate, by the un
1,498
2 Regt’s Dragoons
“
NATH’L JEFFERDS, Clerk.
vention, with an ENGRAVING : Al
3.020 ion of the Maryland and Virginia circuits and
4 “ Artillery
“
Kennebunk, Feb. 20, 1841. __________ so, General notices of the progress of me
HYMENEAL.
7,496
8 “ Infantry
“
making a new circuit at the South West.
chanical and other scientific improvements;
^0TICJE j
American and Foreign Discoveries and In
MARRIED
—
In
Westbrook,
25th
ult.
Col.
12,577
Grand Aggregate
North Eastern Boundary.—A report on Benjamin Dann of Saco, to Mrs. Elizabeth
---------ooo-------ventions ; catalogues of American Patents ;
JAMES GILE, of Waterborough, in Scientific Essays, illustrations of mechanical
the North Eastern Boundary has just been Rounds, daughter of the late John Potterfield,
Niagara Falls
alls .—A report was published
consideration of one dollar, paid me by principles ; Useful information and instruc
Esq.
published,
by
order
of
the
Massachusetts
Leg

in some of the papers of this city on Wednes !
In Topsham,23d. Mr. Thomas W. Newman,
my minor son, Moses Gile ol Waterbortion in arts and Trades ; Curious Philosoph
day last, that the Falls of Niagara had been iislature. It was presented in the House by Printer of the Advocate of Freedom, Hallowell, ough. do hereby release and relinquish to ical Experiments ; General miscellaneous in
swept away. It found but few believers, ami the chairman of the Committee on the Boun to Miss Caroline Frances, youngest daughter of him all my right and claim to his services, telligence, foreign and domestic, with occa
the fabricators of the story must have had dary. The Boston Ad veniser says it “ intro- Nathaniel Greene, Esq. of T.
until he arrives to the age of twenty-one
In Parsonsfield, 17lh Jan. by Rev. John Buz- years ; and he is at liberty to make any con sional literary notices, Poetry, Anecdotes, &c.
small gratification from their miserable impo
,
duces
a
good
deal
of
new
matter,
consisting
&c.
zell,
Mr.
Gilman
Lougee
of
Parsonsfield,
to
Miss
sition. Such hoaxes may be laushed at as
tract he pleases for his labor or services, and
Terms.—To city Subscribers, Three Cents
good jokes, but they go far to shake public• in great part of an examination of the report Almira B. Richardson of Standish ; at the same to receive the benefit of the same to his own
copy, payable on delivery to the carriers.
confidence in the journals of the day, ami it lately published in England, of the British time, Mr. David W. C. Merrill, to Miss Susan B. use :—it being understood that I am not to- per
To distant Subscribers, who receive the pa
is easy to imagine cases in which the loss of Commissioners of Survey, Messrs. Feathers- Lougee.
be responsible for any of his contracts.
per by mail, SI,50 per annum, of which one
this confidence might lead to evil consequen tonhaugh and Mudge.”
OBITUARY
Witness mv hand and seal, this 21st day of dollar is required in advance, and the balance
ces of the most serious nature.—New-York
March, 1840.
JAMES GILE.
in eight months.
The report closes with proposing several
Observer.
DIED—In Waterboro’, Feb. 8, very suddenly,
Four copies will be forwarded to one ad
Witness, Henry Smith.
spirited and pertinent resolves which were ot the palsy, Mrs. Mary, wife of Mr. Noah Rick
dress for five dollars in advance. Any person
Feb. 24, 1841.
Double Track to Lynn.—The Directors considered in the House of Representatives er, aged 73 years.
who may procure five subscribers and for
of the Eastern Railroail have determined up
ward to the proprietors a current five dollar
JWO TICE.
on making another track from Lynn to Sa on Monday last and adopted unanimously.
SHIP NEWS
bill, will receive the sixth copy gratis.
-------- ooo-------- lem, in order to insure the great way travel
Terms of Advertising.—For eight lines
The second session of the twenty
HEREAS my wife, OLIVE PEN
between Salem and Boston from the deten
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 6, 1841
NY, left my bed and board, on 6th or less 50 cts.—sixteen lines for 75 cents, for
sixth
Congress
closed
on
Wednesday
last,
3d
tions which naturally increase as the road
of January last, without any provocation,the
andfirst, and half price for each subsequent
ARRIVED.
increases in length. Contracts have been inst. We improve this occasion to tender
refusestoreturn,
I
hereby
forbid
all
persons
insertion.
March 2d—Sch. Calypso, Thomaston.
made, and the work ol laying the rails will our sincere acknowledgements to Messrs.
harboring or trusting her on my account, as .
March 5, 1841. ___________________ _
commence in April, to be finished previously Ruggles and Williams of the Senate and
CLEARED.
I will pay no debts of any name or nature of
to the 4th of July.— Salem Reg.
March 2d—Sch. Ocean, Oaks. Boston ;
“PKHTO’S NOTICEI !
her contracting. BENJAMIN PENNY.
Messrs. Evans, Randall, Clifford and Davee
4th—schs. Grape, Wormwood, do.;
E regret to be under the necessity of
Wells, March 4, 1841.
of
the
House,
fortheir
politeness
in
furnishing
Convictions and Sentences.—Ferguson
Moro, Mitchell, do. ;
once more reminding our Country
Superior, Emery, do. ;
was tried (for killing his wife) at Portsmouth us, during the session, with various interest
subscribers that we are in want of Cash and
Stoic,
Wormwood,
do.
;
last week, and found guilty of murder in the ing and valuable public documents.
Wood. We would now say to them, that,
North Star, Nickerson, Provinceton.
-------- ooo-------second degree ’. The law makes the punish
unless
they immediately attend to paying
memoranda.
ment, imprisonment for life. At the same
Mr. Evans’ Speech.—We complete the
S. Xt. ©SBORM
the balances due; their demands will be put
Ar. at Boston, 3d, sch. Martha, Crediford,
Court, George Willey, for manslaughter, was publication of this very able and instructive
AS received a large supply of GOODS, m suit, without further notice. We shall rehence.
sentenced to three months solitary confine
which he will sell cheap for Cash,, gret the necessity of resorting to such a
speech
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Whig Convention.—A whig Legislative '
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January 28, 1841.
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POETRY
FOOTSTEPS OF ANGELS.

COUGHS, COABS, / ; BRANDRETH’S PILLS.
THE RESURRECTION,
;JEW DA VID’S OK ng
oR
asad all diseases of the Aongs. I A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
B RE W PLASTER. "
---------- 000---------i
proved by the experience of thousands to
PERSIAN PILLS.

—----3—00 Q---------VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL-1 be> when properly persevered with, a certain
g SAM is believed to -be deservedly the.most
O
ne LJ
D1isease
v M w ,u>v»v I cure in every
d foTm.of the Only
I
KZlXIb
b iLAS IL ?..
(t/^ln order that this valuable medicine ( f|^HE peculiarities of this Chemical Com.
popular Medicine ever known in fAmerica
. i.. E._, ff_.
n" having
^au,n,r the
,hf same origin, and invariably' arise ! should not.be counterfeited, we have a plate A
or Ml
pound are. owing to its extraordinary
------------ ¡fromj the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
When the hours of day are numbered,
coughs,, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption,
representing a Persian scene, that is struct
struck on ! effects tipon ihe animal fibre or nerves, )jg.
And the voices of the night,
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of ! namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula each bill, one of which accompanies-!each_____
. _ being
... car.
box. | «nients and muscles ;, its virtues
tion of the BLOOD.
every kind.
Wake the better soul that slumbered,
n Inner Hot 1
*
In a period of little more than three years in jI We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list I r’e^ by them to the immediate seat of dis.
To a holy calm delight ;
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
very extensively used for about twelve years ; the United States, they have restored to a state of of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor i ease> or of pain and weakness.
However good any internal remedy niay
Ere the evening lamps are lighted,
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED;f diminish the virtues of this admirable combe this, as an external application, will prove
And, like phantoms grim and tall,
So universally popular has this article become THOUSAND persons, who were given over as ( pound.
Shadows from the fitful fire-light
that it may now be considered as a standard arti incurable by physicians of the first rank and ([ Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth’s, Ev- a powerful auxiliary in removing the discle in a large part of the United States
and Brit- ' standing, and in many cases when every other.;j ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana- 'easesand facilitating the cure in cases Of LoDance upon the parlor wall ;
_________
ish Provinces, Many
i'"- -j families
c
‘
___ '
keep
it constantly
; remedy, had been resorted to in vain.
live, or any other Pills or Compound before ¡ca* Inflammation,' Scrofulous Affections
Then the forms of the departed
’• the
’
” as wellJ as
in all cases of Fain or Weakness, whether it the public, as certified to by Physicians and King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chronby them, considering it
most safe
Enter at the open door ;
The : be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or others.—Let none condemn them until they ; >c Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
certain remedy for the above complaints. _ T.,The belov’d ones, the true hearted,
Proprietors have received, and are receiving ¡pain in the side, whether it arise, from constitu have tried them, and then we are certain ,
O1’ weakness exists,
Come to visit me once more ;
numerous recommendations from many of our tional or from some immediate cause, whether they will not.
....... ..... o .........
A _gentleman travelling
in the South of
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac it be from internal or external injury, it will be
He, the young and strong, who cherished
It is now a settled point with all who have ’i Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard So
tice. The names of a few individuals who have cured by persevering in the use of these .Pills.
Noble longings for the strife —
uinc.h Said
said in the
th» latter place
.j..»,? in praise of
This great principle of u PURGING” in used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, thatII much
given their testimony in favor of this article are
By the road side fell and perished,
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is they are pre-eminently the best and most ef- ; Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
here
subjoined,
and
for
a
more
full
account
see
Weary with the march of life !
the envelope to the bottle.
found much more convenient to take an occa ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet sidered) miraculous cures it had performed,
They the holy ones and weakly,
Doct. Amory Hunting, | Doct. Samuel Morrill, sional dose of half al dozen Pills, and be always 'been used in America. If every family could that he was induced to try it on his own
Truman Abell,
Who the cross of suffering bore,
“ Timothy Bay lies, well,, than to send tor a Doctor and be bled, Ibecome acquainted with their Sovereign pow person, fora Lung and Liver Affection, t|ie
blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that <er over disease, they would keep them and removal of which had been the chief object
“ Thomas Brown,
Folded their pale hands so meekly,—
“ Jere.-Ellsworth,
if yqu are not killed, you will be sure to have |be prepared with a sure REMEDY lo apply of his journey, but which had resisted the
*• William Perry,
Spake with us on earth no more !
“ Albert Guild.
months of miserable weakness, and the only one (on the first appearance of disease, and then genial influence of that balmy and delicious
AN INTERESTING CASE.
And with them the being beauteous,
Look at the |how much distress would be avoided and climate.
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Who unto my youth was given,
difference between the appearance of those two
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
money saved, as well as the lives of thousands I
More than all things else to love me,
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A persons — one has been treated by your regular who are hurried out of time by neglecting i; right side of the chest, where the pain was
And is now a saint in Heaven.
practitioner.
—
see
how
pale
and
debilitated
he
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable
the7 shadow of death throws his (disease in its first stages, or by not being iniI seated, another between the shoulders, and
Balsam, in tne
the Winter and ¡Snrino-of
Spring of I is,<•.see how
Pulmonary balsam,
>
With a slow and noiseless footstep,
In the
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sie'k a j sol'l“ry f'“*• f'°'" '"S eraa0'al?d eounlenance, possession of a remedy wh ich they can place I one over the region of the liver.
Comes that messenger divine,
/I mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
¡onir time with the consutnplion. His physician P60,howJ.le trcm,blei,
Jllmb > 1,19 «/»• 'dependence upon.
Takes the vacant chair beside me,
(j'J^AII who wish to guard against sickness, of laxative qualities. He soon found his
had given him up. He was reduced so low as to H“"' ’ hls teel 11 deslroyed —his constitution,
Lays her gentle hand in mine.
.. «gone-yet,
yet, just hear how should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely, health improving : and in a few weeks his
■1« unable to help himself, and was raising a ; D.orhar?■ s' '"evnealjiy
He when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used cough left him, the, sallowness of hisskin dis
large quantity of blood, when he commenced | the Doctor arrogates to. himself credit.
And she sits and gazes at tne,
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure || says, ic most inveterate case pf Liver com- from youth to old age, when taken according appeared, his pain was removed, and big
With those deep and tender eyes,
health became perfectly reinstated.
and he is now as hale and hearty as.ever he was. I| plaint”—“ nothing but the most, energetic reme to the directions.
Like the stars, so still and saint like,
Energetic measures! i. e.
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he dies saved him.”
(X^Call for the bill that accompanies each
Looking downward from the skies.
Since that time he has been recommendMercury
and
Bleeding,
ruined
his
constitution,
has promised me a more detailed account of his
ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for
better.say.—So to save life you must half poison
Uttered not, yet comprehended,
case, which I will forward you. C. 8. CLAY.
all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
Resurrection^
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Is the spirit's voiceless prayer,
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
MERCURV—and positively make a man mis sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache
Soft rebukes, in blessings ended,
Argyle, Nova Scotia
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is est weakness, distress and suffering, toa state Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
Breathing from her lips of air.
In the winter of 1837 and 1838,1 was seized called curing. Shocking folly !
of strength, health and happiness. The ry case of which it has proved an effectual
with a violent cqugh which continued two or
O, though oft depressed and lonely,
Let us now look at your “ purged” man — the
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
three months. My cough was so severe that I man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver name of these pills originated from the cir
All my fears are laid aside,
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours Complaint — he. has thejfirm, elastic tread of cumstance of the medicine being found only effects of its softening and healing qualities
If I but remember only
This vegetable in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in conscious strength, his countenance is clear in the cemetries of Persia.
Such as these have lived and died.
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One |I and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with production being of a peculiar kind, led to Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tu
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable !
try again.
j the feeling of new life and animation ; he has experiments as to its medical qualities and
Pulmonary Bajsarn, which he would not sell. |j been confined a few days to his bed, but he us- virtues. In half a century it became an es Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction
He however loaned it to me till I could procure I ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and tablished medicine for the diseases of that of himself and others.
’Tis a lesson you should heed,
him another. I experienced immediate relief soon
,
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca
Try again;
rose without any injury being sustained country. The extract of this singular pro
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured ' jby his constitution. Instead ofibeing months in duction was introduced into some parts of ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
If at first you don’t succeed,
more
of
it,
and
to
the
use
of
it
I
ascribe
the
pres.
Try again ;
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has Europe in the year 1783, and used by many in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af
ervation of my life.
........... W. LENOX.
JAMES
Then your courage should appear,
entirely recovered the attack : because his celebrated physicians in curing certain dis fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses,
Dec.
17,
1838.
For if you will persevere,
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav eases, where all other medicines had been us &c. No female subject to pain or weakness
You will conquer, never fear :
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the ed in vain.
Early in the year 1792, the in the back or side, should be without it.
COUNTERFEITS.
IBEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
Try again.
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Each genuine bottle
)tt1e is enclosed in a blue
blm down by useless particles, but has renewed his extract was combined with a certain vegeta Married ladies, in delicate situations, find
ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in great relief from constantly wearing this
Once, or twice, though you should fail,
wrapper, on which is a label, sinned by Sampson life and body both.
plaster.
T ry aga i n ;
Reed. NOlNE OTHER CAN BE GENU
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
if you would at last prevail,
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
INE.
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de admirable effect of this compound upon the
Try again ;
SITThe outside Yellow Label will have, on cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and human system, led physicians and families i David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
If we strive, ’tis no disgrace,
and after December 1839, in addition to that of corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors into its general use. Their Jong established for Corns as the following certificate will
Though we may not win the race ;
Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut which cause disease—they impede the func character, their universal and healing virtues, show—more can be seen by calling upon our
What should you do in the case ?
ler, one of his partners.
tions of the liver when they settle upon that the detergent and cleansing qualities of their agents in the Villages.
Try again.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo organ, and which, when they settle upon the
CERTIFICATE.
nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the specifical action upon the glandular part of
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18, 1840
If you find your task is hard,
introduce spurious articles, which by partially nerves,.produce gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro- the system, are such as will sustain their rep
Messrs Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under
Try again ;
utation
and
general
use
in
the
American
Re

assuming
the
name
of
the
genuine,
are
calcula

great
obligation
to you or your Jew David’s
duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos
Time will bring you sure reward
ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves public.
Plaster.
I have been troubled with corns on
Try again ;
these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
All that other folks can do,
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
OTTO MOTHERS.^!]
every thing that was recommended, but could
Why, with patience, should not you ?
up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com all who behold them.
Messrs. E. Chase
Co. : — Gents.—Hearing find nothing that did any good, till 1 tried the
Only keep this rule in view,
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pnr1 pared the corns and applied
Yes, purging these humors from the body is much said about the extraordinary effects of the Hebrew Plaster.
Try Again.
I chasers.should enquire for the true article by its
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about the Plaster, after having it on about twenty four
whole name-THE VEGETABLE PULMO ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser- ' to become Mothers, we were induced to make a hours the Plaster carne off, and the corns pealed
J\R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUI- NARY BALSA M, and see that it has the marks tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it trial of them. My wife was at that time the off and left a hollow place, and are entirely well,
and
signatures of the genuine.
N A RI AN or B LOO D ROOT PI L LS.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming mother of five children,' and had suffered the and as smooth as they ever.were.
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable known, and more and more appreciated.
Yours Respectfully.
most tedious and e>crutiating pains during and
The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in Pulmonary
Balsam.”
The cure by purging may more depend up after her confinement of each. She had tried
WONTQN JOSLIN.
the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
UTOne more Co-unterfeit, besides the on the laws which produce sweetness or purity every means and taken much medicine, but
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with
are presented to the public on their own mer “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
its alone, and his only wish is to have their above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to | than may be generally imagined. Whatever found little or no relief — She commenced taking corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
to stagnale will produce sickness, because the Persian Pills about three months before her
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory deceive the public by a spurious mixture called ! tends
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity confinement, (her health being very poor about,
test of intelligent experience.
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes, of constant exercise is seen.
this length of time previous) and soon after was
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
A gentleman stopping at the Astor House signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
When constant exercise cannot be used enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents:
N. Y., writes thus :
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use. of j mother to her family until her confinement. At
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kenne
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. (the time she commenced, takings the Persian
New York, April 9th, 1839.
a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain ;' Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch;
To Dr. J. B. Sears— Dear sir,—Having by a most foul attempt to deceive the public and
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguina- avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. of life, are kept free from those impurities flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
which
would
prevent
its
steady
current
minis

vere
cramps,
which
the
use
of
the
Pills
entirely
rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER,
TRUfANT’S COMPOUND.
health. Thus, morbid humors are pre removed before using half a box. It is with
of a complication of bilious complaints with (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, tering
-------- ooo----- —
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
confidence that we advise all those about
which 1 had been afflicted for between two Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat ture which is thus assisted through the means great
to become mothers, to make use of the Persian J|J|TM. B. TRUFANT would say. to the
ham
Street,
Boston,
and
by
Druggists
and
coun

and three years, it is with feelings of heart
» »
public, that the increased demand for
and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Pills. All those that have taken them in our
felt gratitude that I now address you to ac try merchants generally in New England, and in
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York neighborhood have got along in the same easy the above article, from abroad as well as at
the
principal
places
throughout
the
’
United
States
quaint you of the fact. I had consulted sev
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276; manner, and are about house in a few days. home, warrants him to believe it to be as rec
Provinces. Price 50 cents.
eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of and British
Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
There does not. appear to be half the danger of ommended, when faithfully applied, as the
For
sale
by
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
other difficulties setting in after confinement following will show :
Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills/but
DANIEL
REMICH.
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
where these Pills are taken.—We unitedly say,
all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew
PHIS Medicine is the most safe and effec
September 4, 1840.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
more feeble and emaciated—my nsualweight
tual remedy ever yet discovered. The sub
Albany,
Corner
of
Green
and
Hudson
Sts.
reach
of
the
poor
as
well
as
the
rich.
We
are
when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduc
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe scriber has been ¿Agent for the sale of the aed io 115. I had no appetite, and the lit- rgNHE HUMAN HAIR.-Where the hair
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
males can easily procure which bids “to lessen the bove medicine for a few months, and during
A is observed to be growing thin, nothing
tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was3 can
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
be more preposterous than the use of oils,
world of suffering, which many of them have to that time has seen persons affected with the
at last confined to my room and most of the; grease,
•Si. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very
any fatty matter. Their applicatime to my bed. While in this appallingI tion canoronly
Kew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
which otherwise would be lost.
slight touch on the fraud to the covering of
be recommended through the
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your grossest ignorance,
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
as they hasten the fall of Montreal,
Rochester, May 14th, 1'838 ; corner of Caledo the whole body, completely cured by the aB. R. Pills, being answered in the negative! the hair, by increasing
63 Notre Dame.
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par bove medicine ; and would recommend it
the relaxation of the
UT How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills ticulars, see subscribers.
he recommended them to me, lufving him skin. When there is a harsh, drv or conS. ROBERTS,
witli the utmost confidence, to all affected in
purporting
to
be
Brandreth's
Pills.
self been restored by their use from a some■ traded skin, and where the small blood vesA. O. ROBERTS.
any degree with the above complaint. And
Never
purchase
without
being
positively
sure
what similar, though less aggravated compli■ seis which carry nourishment to the bulb are
can be procured by calling up resort has been had to this in cases of obstin
cation of diseases, I immediately sent to obstruded, then the oils, &c., may be good, that the person selling has an°ENGRAVED cer on Certificates
the agents in the villages, who have a large ate humors of years standing with entire
tificate of Agency, and QT’o'userve it has been
your central office, procured a box, and be1 as
they tend to relax the skin ; but alone,^they renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee bill containing a treatise on most diseases, success.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased are of no avail. There must be a stimulus, after
Hallowell. Feb. 20, 1839.
months from date that Pills sold by the their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui 
two boxes more j and now, although scarce to rouse the vessels from their torpor, and holder12are
genuine.
tously.
E. VV. CAPRON & Co.,
ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced quicken the current of the Wood.—Extract
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
Agents
for
Vt. and New-Hampshire,
The subscriber having been Agent for the
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I from Clirehugh's Treatise on the hair.
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling to whom all orders must be addressed (post sale ol the above named medicine for several
*
have entirely recovered my former health
Agent
in
Maine
—
or
by
ordering
from
my
paid) Rochester, N. Y.
months, and having known of several cures
The Balm of Columbia is the only prepara Principal New England Office,
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. I
For saie by the,following Agents :
performed by using it, can safely recommend
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen tion that can have that effect, being entirely

. The

i free from any oily substance. Its positive
qualities are as follows :
1st—For infants, keeping the head free
from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth
of hair.
R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celehraf- a 2d
^i—• For ladies after child-birth, restoring
ed
t
^eieotai- the skin
’’in to its natural strength and firmn
firmness,
.Preventing
g iuuthe
railing
utilout
ui of
lilt;the
iiair.
ter — These
h gused
T'F
!' a"3d
d—
falling
hair.
ter.~
throughter.
i .iese plasters
piasteis have been
Foi
3d —For
any person recovering from any
out the greatest part of Europe and have been jphilitv
th
.tJe sa(ne effect js produced.
...... to be far more tniicacioiis
found
efficacious than any
4th
—If
-v..
If
used in infancy till a good growth
other plaster ever offered to the public for the
is started, it may be preserved by attention to
following complaints, viz : Pain in the side, the
latest period of life.
lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu
5th—It frees the head from dandruff,
matism, &c. &c.
strengthens the roots, imparts health and vig
Price 25 cents each.
to the circulation, and prevents the hair
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly our
from changing colour or getting gray.
spread and need only be applied to the part
6th—It causes the hair to curl beautifully
affected.
r
when done up in it over night.
O^No ladies’toilet should ever be made
Dr. SEARS Pulmonary Cough Drops, or without
it.
lx) and Health Restorative, is unquestionably
7th—Children who have by any means con
the best medicine ever offered to the public
for the cure of the following complaints, (as tracted vermin in the head, are immediately
perfectly cured of them by its use. It is
it seldom fails if seasonably administered,) and
viz : Consumption, Coughs, ‘Colds, Asthma, infallible.
O^THE LATE MAYOR of Philadel
Influenza, Whooping Cough, spitting of
Blood, Croup, Hives, Palpitation of the Heart, phia has certified under seal of the city to
and all other affections of the Lungs arising the character of several divines, physicians,
from colds.
s and gentlemen of high standing who declare
N. B. Suitable directions accompany each positively under their own hands (all of
Bottle, signed by the proprietor, together 1 which may be seen at the Office) that the balm
of Columbia is not only a certain preserv
with Certificates of cures, &c.
ative, but positively a restorative of the human
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who shall
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom dispute, or who go bald ?
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
BEWARE I !—Some counterfeiters have
tended to. For sale, also, by the following attempted to imitate this article. Let it never
Agents
Kennebunk, Daniel Remieh, Alex be purchased or used unless it have the ncime
ander Warren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells, of Comstock
Co. on a splendid wrapper.
Barak Maxwell, Erastus Littlefield and Geo’ This is the only external test that will secure
E. Baker ; York, J. Brooks and George M. the public from deception.
Freeman.
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren,
August 21,1840.
eply
September 26, 1840.

boxes which I intend to take to my residence
in S. Carolina next week, by which time I
think I twin safely venture to travel.
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL.

D

SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
and Seleucus Adams ;
Lyman, William Huntress;
Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ;
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson;
Berwick, J. B. T. Cushing ;
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
Spear ;,
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Freeman ;
York, Alexander Dennett;
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden ;
Liméri.ck, John Sanborn ;
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams; “ '
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Cornish, John McLellan ;
Limington, James McArthur;
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Acton, Wm. Evans.

or Per

Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
Wells, Seth Hatch.
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
August 6, 1840.

»TO1E5S
STOBATXVB.

it to those afflicted with Salt Rheum.
J. E. LADD.
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
For sale by
D. R E MI CH, Kennebunk.
BSA. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
May, 1840.
jy,

-------- ooo-------(□^MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICJNES^HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands
The
and nwPhe-a- unrivalled for the following complaints, *• »efficacy
,
< of. Moffat
i"1 o’s Life Pills aiJU
viz
.•~^jojr
’-Dyspepsia
'
C|>oia or
vi Indigestion,
igesnuu, Diseased
viseaseu LivLay "*X f ilt^s having been tested by thousands
u:i- . * Disorders,
.
r.
>
yearly,torSAVPr»
for severalVPHI'Q
years,nil,andk™™»
having estab
er, Bilious
Dropsy,’ Asthma,
Cos' veariv.
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by lished beyond further cavil their infinite su
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures periority over all other specifics for human
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds maladies, as the published testimony of hun
and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness, dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever
in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles malady they may, whether it is better to con
have been known to cure this afflicting dis tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures of dis
ease after having baffled every exertion for ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in
four years.—It has a most powerful influence, his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
He
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
ant to take, and so easy in its operation that thinks there can be but one answer to this
it may be administered to the infant with question—and that answer an immediate ap
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
safety.
DOTES to be obtained at bis principal of
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer
DANIEL REMICH.
ous agencies.
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at
(f/^These valuable Medicines are for sale
the lowest wholesale prices.
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
August 6, 1840.

T
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Notice.

NOTfCIL

HE subscriber having contracted with
HEREAS my wife, HANNAH AVthe town of Wells for the support of
ERILL WILSON, has this day left
May, 1839.
the poor of said town, for one year commen my bed and board, without any sufficient
cing in September last, and having made am provocation, 1 hereby forbid all persons har
ER!
ple provision for their maintenance, forbids boring or trusting her, or either of my chil
-------- ooo-------- all persons harboring or trusting them on his dren, on my account, as I shall pay no debts
«
low priced ruled Writing and Let- account or on account of the town, as be will
tdis CASE
of any name or nature whatsoever of her or
ter PAPER, for sale by
pay no bills for their support.
their contracting after this date.
DANIEL REMICH.
ENOCH GOODALE.
geo. WILSON.
Kennebunk, Jan. 9, 1841.
Wells, Jan. 15, 184L
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 5,1841.
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
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